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Abstract

In lying utility models, benefits and costs typically occur presently and simultaneously. However, lying and its products often develop asynchronously. To evaluate how these asynchronies affect the psychological costs of lying, we develop an experiment in which lying decisions occur presently, while externalities (external costs) and observability (internal costs) occur in future temporal brackets. To assess if lying costs or social preferences drive our findings, we compare against a baseline in which lying opportunities become simple distributive choices. We report significant behavioral differences when outcomes occur as products of lying rather than distributive choices which suggests that lying, per se, begets distinct psychological costs. Further, the results from exponential and quasi-hyperbolic discounting estimations suggest that temporally distancing antisocial decision-making from its consequences dilutes the associated psychological costs. External psychological costs caused by lying are discounted less and are subject to milder present-bias compared to those produced by distributive choices while manipulating internal psychological costs via observability attenuates discounting and present-bias in both cases.

1. Introduction

It feels bad when we lie. Sometimes because our lies cause harm, others because we do not like to be seen as liars. By now, there is an important body of experimental evidence showing that a non-negligible proportion of individuals will not lie for money, even if lying is not punishable or hurtful to others. A lot of research has been dedicated to understanding the roots of this reluctancy to lie, which seems inelastic to
monetary incentives but sensitive to psychological controls (Kajackaite and Gneezy 2017). The latest consensus suggests that we not only entertain a preference for honesty per se, but also, a preference for appearing honest. That is, the lying costs include reputational concerns (Gneezy, Kajackaite and Sobel, 2018) (Abeler, Nosenzo and Raymond, 2019). Albeit complex, the psychological costs of lying might be the key for controlling the presence and magnitude of deceptive practices in the economy. This paper is about these lying costs.

Using an economic experiment, we set out to find out when and how lying costs are experienced. First, we ask when the psychological costs are endured because lying is not always instantaneous. It is not often the case that individuals come upon opportunities to lie about an outcome that just occurred and receive the costs and benefits on the spot. Lying can take many asynchronous forms. For example, there can be concealing lies that individuals use to conceal past actions (consider a guilty suspect lying about their whereabouts three weeks ago, during the time of the crime). Or, there can be anticipatory lies that individuals use on a present time while expecting the benefits in the future (for example, lying about your CV qualifications during a review hoping to get the company promotion next month). If we think of lying decomposed in four-time elements (a) the moment the truth becomes, (b) the moment the lie is expressed, (c) the moment its benefits are received, and (d) the moment the costs are suffered, then many more time asynchronies arise. However, the economics literature on lying has only focused on instantaneous lies. In this paper, we take the next step towards studying some of the intertemporal properties of lying.

In particular, we examine whether temporally distancing lying from its negative consequences affects the intensity with which the associated psychological costs are experienced. To fix ideas consider Jack, a health insurance agent, who lies about the insurance package he is selling. He gets money now and some years later, the clients find out they are not covered for many important health services. Does Jack feel any less bad about his lie because the externalities for the clients come later? We know from economics, psychology, and the neurosciences that temporal distances change the way we think of events. From motivated memory (Saucet and Villeval 2018) to delay discounting (Odum 2013) (Bickel, et al. 2014), we make choices differently when a temporal component enters our decision functions. Yet, none of the

---

1 The reluctance to lie has been modeled in different ways. Some postulate that honesty is a strong moral norm that triggers strong feelings of shame and guilt to those who lie (Bicchieri, Dimant and Sonderegger 2020). Others conceptualize the reluctance to lie as an explicit preference for honesty (Kartik, Tercieux and Holden 2014) or to lying costs (Abeler, Becker and Falk, 2014).

2 An exception being (Andersen, et al. 2018) which introduces reflection time by distancing observing outcomes from reporting about them.
existing temporal models can capture the case of Jack fully. Let us consider the standard models of discounting. In those models, agents experience their utility the moment its components materialize. That is, in a choice between $10 now and $12 in a week, agents compare the utility of consuming $10 now to the utility of consuming $12 in a week. They might discount the $12 by assigning it a lower present value, they might even factor in anticipation, but they do not explicitly formulate present day feelings about their future consumption. Said differently, in these discounting models, the utility from consumption emerges when the consumption materializes – not before. If we apply the same reasoning to Jack’s context, and assume that the externalities of his lie cause him some disutility, this disutility should be experienced the moment the externalities materialize. Therefore, Jack should not be feeling bad the moment he lies. Rather, he should feel bad years later, when his clients get hurt. But, it is easy to think of alternative emotional time paths. Maybe Jack is not calculating a present value for his future disutility to evaluate whether it is worth lying right now. Maybe he is feeling bad about lying – right now – despite the fact that his lies have not yet harmed anyone. If so, how should we go about theorizing Jack’s decision-making timeline?

Due to the complexity of lying costs, and intrinsic motivations in general, it is difficult to formulate assumptions about the timing of psychological utility obtainment. In this paper, we propose an estimation of this timing by means of relative comparisons. First, guided by the existing literature, we construct an experimental set up in which externalities and observability, two of the most prominent lying cost triggers, can emerge. Then, we introduce a temporal component that distances the materialization of externalities and observability from the moment of lying expression. Subsequently, using exponential and quasi-hyperbolic discounting models, we compare the intensity with which these psychological costs are experienced and whether individuals discount them differently. The results from this exercise help us understand if the mere distancing of externalities and observability has any effect on current lying decision-making processes. However, this exercise does not help us understand fully how these costs are experienced. Assume for example that the disutility from lying occurs the moment the lie is expressed and not when the externalities or observability occurs. This would manifest with a rather low discounting rate and present bias. However, such a result cannot be attributed to the intertemporal properties of lying – alone-. One could argue that distancing any antisocial choice from equivalent consequences might yield the same result, i.e., it is not the lying aspect of the choice that draws the emotions to the present, but rather the negligible discounting of the later-in-time antisocial outcomes.
To evaluate whether this is the case, one needs to see how equivalent (anti)social preferences develop intertemporally and make the relevant comparisons. In particular, if in a similar set up where outcomes emerge as products of choices, not lying, individuals discount these outcomes identically, one would be right to argue that, indeed, the timing of the outcomes drives utility obtainment. Conversely, if the same outcomes were subject to different discount rates, then we would have evidence that lying per se is responsible for distinct utility dynamics. A review of the findings on intertemporal social preferences could provide a guide for this. However, the literature on social preferences still offers very few insights on the intertemporal development of these preferences although this is changing with a few recent papers. Despite the plethora of empirical regularities collected on instantaneous cooperation, altruism, or trust and reciprocity, we are still short in documenting the intertemporal component of social preferences in similar detail. Questions like whether we care about future inequalities as we care about present ones, or whether reciprocation scales down with time are still a long way before conclusively answered.

To help us establish whether the psychological costs of lying maintain distinct temporal properties from equivalent antisocial actions we extent our experimental set up to include a ceteris paribus decision environment in which lying opportunities are removed. We have additional reasons to want to understand whether lying is experienced just as any other antisocial action or whether it imprints a distinct psychological trail. If extant, this distinction can help us contextualize relevant policy implications. If people feel bad because of the consequences their actions/choices carry, then generalized policies that leverage those consequences should be proposed/design. However, if people feel bad about the way these consequences come to be, i.e., they are sensitive to whether such consequences are the products of lying in particular, then more specialized policies that embed the moral extensions of lying need to be considered.

In our experimental set up, there is a sender and a passive receiver. The sender observes an outcome and decides whether to send an honest or not honest message about it to the receiver. Honest messages pay an equal amount to both players while dishonest messages reduce receiver’s but increase sender’s pay. Though their own payment always occurs in present time, senders make consecutive decisions about sending honest or not honest messages while the receiver’s payment moves to further dates. In an observability treatment, senders and receivers’ payment always occurs in present time but receivers eventually find out whether senders were honest. Senders make consecutive honest or not honest decisions while the revealing of their (dis)honesty moves to further dates. To estimate precisely the extent to which any observed discounting is endemic to lying or driven by distributive preferences, we develop
two additional treatments in which lying decisions become pure allocation decisions following the same time dynamics. Our results demonstrate a significant contrast across the lying and allocation treatments. Psychological costs related to certain outcomes are significantly higher when these outcomes occur as products of lying rather than allocation decisions. Further, the lower psychological costs derived from antisocial allocation decisions are subject to significantly higher discounting and present bias than those derived from lying. The psychological costs of lying are subject to very low discounting and present bias. Individuals discount costs derived from future externalities very little while they do not discount at all reputational costs produced by future observability. Put simply, our results suggest that lying carries distinct psychological cost properties, statically and intertemporally. When people make honest/dishonest decisions, they experience the associated negative feelings the moment lying is expressed, irrespectively of when the negative products of lying occur.

These findings are important for both academic and policy design reasons. Primarily, they call for further investigation on intertemporal social preferences. Contrarily to standard economic intuition we show that, time delays are not discounted equivalently for equivalent monetary incentives. This in turn suggest that we need a more refined way of theorizing intertemporal preferences. One that accounts not only the betas and deltas of monetary outcomes but also how these outcomes come to be. More importantly, we need ways of expressing how different means of outcomes trigger distinct discounting processes and we need to document empirical regularities on these distinct discounting processes more rigorously. Policy related, our findings suggest that individuals are sensitive to contextual parameters. Potentially, choice architectures that highlight the antisocial aspect of certain actions might not enough to curb such actions. However, if such actions can be framed in the context of lying then stronger psychological costs can be triggered with the added benefit of them being time invariant.

The manuscript proceeds as follows; in section 2 we review the literatures on lying, intertemporal preferences, intertemporal social preferences, time perceptions, and methodologies pertaining to the one we apply here. Section 3 introduces the game and section 4 an ad hoc model for the game we consider. We describe extensively the experimental design on section 5 and provide the results in section 6. Section 7 concludes the manuscript.

2. Contribution and Relate Literature
Our paper extends contributions to both, academic literatures and policy designing. First, we quantify the psychological costs of lying, a pivotal parameter in ethical decision-making contexts. We structurally estimate these costs statically and intertemporally using data collected from a carefully designed economic experiment. Then, given its extension to literatures on (anti)social preferences and intertemporal preferences, our paper illustrates the need for further and more rigorous research on intertemporal social preferences. Finally, policy related, our findings suggest that individuals are sensitive to contextual parameters. Potentially, choice architectures that highlight the antisocial aspect of certain actions might not enough to curb such actions. However, if such actions can be framed in the context of lying then stronger psychological costs can be triggered with the added benefit of them being time invariant.

Turning to the literature review, In the lab lying behavior has been studied extensively using the die-roll paradigm introduced by (Fischbacher and Föllmi-Heusi 2013). In their design, subjects privately observe the outcome of a die-roll and are asked to make a report that will determine individual monetary payoffs. Fischbacher and Follmi-Heusi (2013), as well as (Gächter and Schulz 2016) and Gneezy et al. (2018) find that people lie but not maximally. Lying behavior has also been investigated under different types of strategic interactions, such as deception games and coordination games. In deception games, subjects strategically choose to lie taking into consideration not only their own gains but also the possibility to favor or damage others with their choice (Gneezy, 2005; Erat and Gneezy, 2012; Gneezy et al., 2013). In coordination games, people strategically lie more if the monetary benefits of lying are equally shared with others i.e. there is a payoff commonality (Conrads et al., 2014; Weisel and Shalvi, 2015; Barr and Michailidou, 2017) or when they can communicate (Kocher, Schudy and Spantig 2016). In coordination games where the benefits of lying are not equally shared, Lauer and Untertrifaller, 2019 find that one third of the subjects engage in strategic lying if and only if one or more group members lie.

The lying game is a hybrid of various lying games proposed in the literature. It has the general structure of sender-receiver games as those in Gneezy 2005 and Gneezy et al. 2013 but receivers have no power of choice, making senders dictators with lying opportunities. It uses a binary distribution of true states as Abeler et al. 2019 and employs a skewed probability distribution over true states as (Munoz and Makovi 2021), while it borrows aesthetic elements from (Alempaki, Burdea and Read 2021).

This paper makes a contribution to the long-standing literature investigating intertemporal preferences (see Frederick et al. (2002) and Cohen et al. (2017) for extensive reviews of the literature), as well as the small and recent literature on intertemporal and social preferences. The literature on intertemporal and
social preferences provides mixed evidence: Bremen (2011) and Andreoni and Serra-Garcia (2019) show that people give more to charities when the giving is delayed as opposed to taking place today. This evidence is in line with the choice-dated utility approach. On the other hand, Kolle and Werner (2021) does not find evidence for time-inconsistent giving, and Kovarik (2009) and Dreber et al. (2016) find evidence for lower rates of giving when the giving is delayed in a dictator game context. Recently, Chopra et al. (2021) show that results from their intertemporal charitable giving experiment can only be explained by a utility function that has both a consequence-dated and a choice-dated component.

3. The Baseline Experimental Set Up

To describe the baseline experimental set up, let us introduce Players = {Sender, Receiver} and let Sender $s = \{1,2,3..., N\}$ and Receiver $r = \{1,2, 3..., N\}$. Players are paired for the purposes of the game, in a random fashion, and have no information about each other’s persons. There is a set of states $K = \{G, Y\}$ where G stands for green and Y for yellow. Sender observes a signal $O_s \in K$ drawn and sent by Nature. Nature draws G with probability $p$ and Y with $1-p$. Green signals are much less frequent and while players know that, they do not know the exact probabilities $^3$. Upon observing $O_s$, sender is instructed to send an electronic Message $M_s \in K$ to the receiver which, although requested so, needs not to match $O_s$. Thus, the strategy space $K^2$ of the sender has four elements $(O_s, M_s)$ that are all the possible combinations of signals and messages that can be received and sent. Coming to the incentives of the game, senders and receivers gain $3$ if $M_s = O_s$. Senders decide whether $M_s \neq O_s$, for amounts increasing progressively from $2.5$ to $6.5$, while receivers in this case gain $1.5$.

In this baseline version, only the sender knows, and knows she is the only one who knows, the full payoff structure. The receiver is agnostic about the payoff structure and of the lying opportunities of the sender. This means the honesty of the sender is not verifiable by the receiver; however, receivers knowledge of how payoffs come to be, as well as the observability of honesty is a varying feature across our treatments.

Describing this game differently, the senders gain a high amount if they send a green message and a low amount if they send a yellow message irrespectively of the true state of nature, while receivers gain a high amount if the message they receive is an honest message and a low amount otherwise, irrespectively of

---

$^3$ We know from Gneezy et al. 2018 and from Abeler et al. 2019 that changing the probability of drawing high-payoff states affects lying. Here, we choose to have Sender being agnostic about the exact probability in order to avoid confounding any such effects with the factors we are interested. Senders might form beliefs about these probabilities, but there is no reason to suspect that the distribution of beliefs will be different across treatments therefore we expect the disperse of these beliefs to be constant. In the experiment, a Green state was drawn with probability 3%.
the content of the message. As follows, Nature drawing green would not involve any ethical dilemma from the point of a rational sender, and would imply the highest collective benefit for the pair. Contrarily, Nature drawing yellow puts the sender in a dilemma of either sending an honest message and forgoing a monetary gain, or lying and causing a monetary loss to the receiver and potentially experience a damage to his self-image. Below, we present the tree graph of this game and then proceed to compose an ad hoc model that describes senders’ utility.

Graph 1: Baseline Decision Tree

4. The model

Senders have a monetary incentive to send a Green message, irrespectively of the state Nature drew\(^4\). However, when Green message is a lie, receivers suffer monetarily. Further, in some variations, senders’ truthfulness becomes known to the receiver. Thus, this game involves factors that might affect lying choices in different ways. These factors are the externalities lying caries, and the potential observability of lying. In a series of treatments, we vary the timing of these factors’ occurrence and we estimate both, the sensitivity of lying to each of these factors, and their discounting rates. Below we use an ad hoc model to help us consider the various possible contexts and timings our baseline set up could expand upon.

Let \( U_s: K^2 \to \mathbb{R} \) be the utility function of the sender. We assume this is given by:

\(^4\)There are two states for which Green is not the highest paying option. These serve only as sanity checks and have no strategic interpretation in our set up.
Let us call the above utility function UF1 and define $I \in (1.5, 6.5)$ as the parameter that captures the monetary incentives of the sender associated with his choices. Notice that, in our set up, senders’ payment only occurs in present time therefore monetary incentives are not discounted. We give senders a list of present-time monetary choices and ask for which level of payment they are willing to switch from making a pro-social to making an anti-social choice. We use these switching points to estimate idiosyncratic Cost parameter $C \geq 0$, and we document how $C$ varies when we consider the contexts and timings given by the following parameters:

- $L \in (0, 1)$, defines a lying context. We evaluate the extent to which costs are endemic to lying or driven by distributive preferences by comparing choices about honesty/dishonesty to corresponding choices about equal/unequal allocations. Therefore, we use context $L = 0$, to benchmark how psychologically costly inequalities are, and context $L = 1$ to measure how costly these inequalities become when produced by lying.
- $E$ is the externalities parameter. Externalities remain fixed for all contexts and timings we consider. An antisocial choice, either as the product of lying or mere allocation, harms the receiver by $1.5$. What we vary with respect to externalities is their timing. We push the emergence of externalities in future dates. Essentially, we are measuring how psychologically costly it is to hurt a receiver by $1.5$, whether distancing the damage in further dates affects the associated psychological cost and consequently the willingness to act antisocially.
- $O \in (0, 1)$ is the parameter that captures the context of observability. Motivated by the related literature, we evaluate whether the psychological cost of causing negative externalities differs if choices are observable $O = 1$ or not observable $O = 0$. Further, we estimate whether choices differ if observability occurs in future dates.
Lastly, $D_t$ is the parameter that captures the discounting of the psychological costs depending on the different contexts we consider with our experimental treatments. It allows that different combinations between lying contexts, externalities, and observability be subject to different discounting. What is constant among all our timing manipulations is the time intervals between choices and later outcomes. In the timeline below, we show how all decisions are made in present times, but concern outcomes that occur in present time, in one week, and in one month (30 days). In the following section, we describe extensively the experimental design and we customize the timeline to each experimental treatment.

![Timeline Diagram]

5. Experimental Design

Now, we describe the method we will use to estimate each of the parameters presented in the model and their respective discounting rates. We employ a 2x2 experimental design across which we vary parameters $L$ lying, and $O$ observability. Subjects participate only in one of the four treatments. The timing of consequences varies within each treatment. Thus, time preferences are elicited within subjects while behavioral reactions to parameters $L$ and $O$ are elicited between subjects. We will call treatments with observability as Observability treatments and those without observability as Externality treatments. Similarly, the treatments with lying opportunities as Lying treatments, and those without, Choosing treatments. The table below gives the treatment synopsis. Videos with experimental instructions and choice interfaces for all treatments can be accessed “here”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Externalities</th>
<th>Lying</th>
<th>Choosing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$O = 0,$</td>
<td>$O = 0,$</td>
<td>$L = 1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L = 1$</td>
<td>$L = 0$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.1. Treatment Externalities + Lying

Subjects visit the online platform and in a common information screen, they read the following:

**Instructions**

We are now ready to proceed with the instructions. Read these instructions carefully as there is an understanding question on the next screen. If you do not answer this question correctly, your participation in the study will end and you will not receive payment.

In this study, you will be matched with another participant to take part in a “color game”.

One participant will be **Member A**, the other **Member B**.

In the game, a randomization algorithm will draw a color, either **GREEN** or **YELLOW**. It is less likely that the algorithm will pick **GREEN** than **YELLOW**.

The color will be seen only by **Member A**.

**Member A’s task** is to send **Member B** a message indicating the color drawn by the algorithm. The rule is that **Member A** is honest so that **Member B** receives an honest message.

The color drawn by the algorithm and the honesty of the message are important because they determine the bonus payments for **Member A** and **Member B**.

**Member B will not make any choices** and will not know the precise choices available to **Member A**. However, **Member B** always earns more if **Member A** sends an honest message. **Member B will not be informed if the message sent by Member A was honest or not honest**.

In the next screen, you will find out if the randomization algorithm assigned you to the role of **Member A** or **Member B**. You have equal chances of being assigned to each role.
After the role assignment, Member A observes the color and, if yellow, he is invited to make 45 choices. For each choice, choosing left sends an honest message, while choosing right sends a not honest message. There are three sets of 9 left/right choices, each paying Member B today, in a week, or in a month.

Notice that, for the two future choice sets, the payment of Member B moves to the future for both left and right choices of Member A. Had we kept the returns from honesty payable to Member B today but returns from dishonesty payable in the future, we would have failed to account for any present bias Member A applies to the monetary incentives of Member B. This would have inflated the present value.

---

5 If the color observed is Green, Member As make only one choice between an honest message that pays both players $3, or a not honest message that pays both players $1.5. By construction, only 3% of Member As observed Green and all of them, in all treatments, sent an honest message. Member As’ behavior when observing Green serves no purpose in our analysis thus we will not be making further reference to them in the rest of the manuscript.
of the honest choice, making the monetary aspect of left/right choices unequal between the today and the future choice sets.

Once they respond to the three time varying choice sets, Member As respond to two additional choice sets in which they make choices between a certain option (left choice) of $3 to both players or a risky option (right choice) which pays a fixed lower amount to Player B and a higher amount to themselves with varying probabilities. The lower and higher amounts presented in the risky column are tailored to the switching points Member As exhibited in the time choice sets. That means, Member As who switched from yellow to green messages earlier on in the time choice sets, view risky options with smaller gap between own and Member B payments. This sensitivity in the risk elicitation helps us elicit risk preferences more accurately within the population of Member As. In turn, the reason we elicit risk preferences is to allow us to map utility curvatures for the structural, maximum likelihood estimations we will perform later on. As shown in Andersen et al. (2008), estimations that do not consider utility curvatures might be subject to overestimation of discounting rates.

A feature of our design is the multiple price listing (MPL onwards) style of the choice sets. One can argue that, when applied to ethical decision making dilemmas, this feature might induce cold decisions, i.e., trigger logic and critical analysis processes that could potentially reduce the moral and put more emphasis on the quantitative component of the dilemma. Our way of maintaining the moral aspect of the decisions
is to highlight repeatedly that left-side choices are honest choices while right side choice are not honest, while also emphasizing that the rule of the color game is to send an honest message. We decided against referring to not honest choices as lying or dishonest choices because we conjecture this would be a very strong overtone, stretching the moral aspect more than necessary.

Another feature of our design is that the monetary incentives are constant across all treatments. This means that the extent to which efficiency, inequality aversion, or other type of social preference drive our results remains constant across treatments, therefore, any treatment differences can solely attributed to the variables we manipulate within each treatment.

We incentivize decisions by paying one randomly drawn choice from all the 45 left-right choices Member As make. As proposed by the literature (Azrieli et al. 2015, Charness et al., 2016) this “pay one” incentivization approach controls for cross-task contamination, wealth effects, hedging, and bankruptcy considerations that might have risen if all choices were payable.

Our findings from this treatment will serve as a benchmark of comparison. First, we will estimate the value of the psychological cost incurred when deciding on an action that carries negative externalities for another. Specifically, when these externalities are the product of lying and lying is not observable. Then, we will estimate the discounting of this psychological cost, i.e., we will see whether lying feels less hurtful the further away externalities occur in the future. Finally, we will estimate the present bias of the psychological costs, i.e., we will see the sensitivity with which the negative feelings from lying contract when the externalities are removed from an immediate time bracket to a future one, irrespectively of the actual timing of the future. In other words, the present bias will give us a perspective on how much stronger the psychological costs are experienced when the externalities occur today compared to any future date.

Comparing the parameters estimated from this treatment to the equivalent parameters estimated from treatment Observability+Lying, will show us how the psychological cost of lying are affected by social image considerations. That is, whether introducing transparency of lying decisions affects the intensity with which costs are incurred and whether the cost time dynamics are affected. Further, when comparing with the Externalities+Choosing treatment, we will be able to assess the extent to which the costs we document are endemic to lying, or, are driven by distributive preferences. In particular, if any comparison yields significant differences, these differences could be attributed to the one-only point of divergence between the two treatments; how outcomes come to be. In this treatment, outcomes are the products
of lying while in the Externalities+Choosing, the same outcomes occur as choices. Therefore, any treatment differences will manifest the moral attachment lying comes with in ceteris paribus decision environments.

5.2. Treatment Observability+Lying

This treatment is the same as Externalities+Lying, except from the fact that Member A's choice between an honest or not honest message will eventually be disclosed to Member B. What we vary, is the timing of the choice disclosure. While payments for both Members are payable today, Member A makes left/right choices knowing that Member B will find out about the honesty of the message today, in a week, and in a month.

5.3. Treatment Externalities+Choosing

This treatment is identical to the Externalities+Lying treatment, however, there are no longer honest/not honest dilemmas but simple left/right choices. We have kept the description of the color game the same but now players are informed that a green signal means Member A need to make only one choice, while a yellow signal means Member A need to make 45 choices. The general instructions screen subjects see in this treatment is the following
5.4. Treatment Observability+Choosing

This is a treatment merge between treatments Observability+Lying and Externalities+Choosing. Similarly to Externalities+Choosing there are no lying opportunities but choices – and similarly to Observability+Lying, both member’s receive payments today but Member A’s choice (whether it is one that helped or hurt Member B) is disclosed to Member B today, in a week, and in a month. Treatment Observability+Choosing helps us understand the source of social image concerns, an intrinsic motive that has been identified as an important determinant of lying decisions. In particular, the comparison with treatment Observability+Lying, when observability occurs today, will reveal whether social image
concerns are fueled by observability per se or observability of lying in particular. Second, the intertemporal comparisons will help us evaluate whether social image concerns follow distinct intertemporal development depending on the source of these concerns.

6. Procedures

We executed all sessions of this experiment online on the 15th of April 2021. We generated the interface on Qualtrics and recruited Prolific subjects residing in Great Britain. We particularly chose Prolific because its payment system had specific advantages that could accommodate the complexities of the experiment. Specifically, the experiment required payments and individualized messages to be sent on different points in time. Prolific has a subject-individual payment system through which bonus payments can reach subjects in specified future times. Also, a messaging system which allows the experimenter to message subjects individually and anonymously at different points in time. We only recruited subjects with high Prolific approval rate, which measures the success of participation in other studies. This means that, having participated in other studies, subjects were familiar with the platform and could trust the reliability of the payment system. Although the design of our experiment did not involved decisions about sooner versus later payments (for which subjects' trust on the delivery of future payments is critical) it was still important to convey that any future-future decision they made would be honored to its entirety. Also, the fact that our design required subjects to actively participate only once restricted potential self-selection issues that arise when multiple engagement dates are required, often the case with intertemporal choice experiments.

Throughout their participation, subjects had to answer pre-announced attention checks. Any one wrong answer disqualified participation. Subjects could not log in and try to participate again either upon completion of disqualification as the platform could detect and restrict these subjects. It is highly unlikely that bots can penetrate Prolific registration system and the fact that we selected subjects who had participated in previous research together with the attention checks we implemented makes it almost impossible to have any bot decisions among our data.

1000 subjects completed successfully our experiment, approximately 250 in each treatment condition\(^6\). Allocation of subjects among conditions was randomized on a subject level. The order of time choice sets

\(^6\) Randomization on a subject level, combined with disqualification of subjects who did not pass attention checks produces slight variations in the exact number of subjects across treatments. Excluding those subjects who observed “Green” color, the break down of subjects across treatments is: Externalities+Choosing (246),
presented was also randomized on a subject level with some subjects viewing today sets first, others one-week sets first, and so on. Subjects’ demographics distribution does not vary significantly between any two treatment comparisons. A graph with the basic demographics among all subjects is below.

7. Results

To generate a general view of how our results developed across treatments we plot the following graph which depicts the psychological costs associated with antisocial actions, be them choices or lies, depending on the treatment.

Observability+Choosing (264), Externalities+Lying (188), Observability+Lying (254). Out of all subjects in each treatment, half were Member As and half, passive Member Bs.
In the graph above, we use the switching points from each time and treatment condition to depict the psychological cost of the associated antisocial action and we represent the 95% confidence intervals with the purple sticks. In more detail, the today bar, under the Externalities+Choosing treatment, shows that, on average, subjects switched from left (prosocial) to right (antisocial) choices between rows 5 and 6 (see time choice sets graph in the section above). That means they were willing to forgo £1.78 before switching to a state that harms Member B by £1.5 but pays them more. Thus, switching to lower rows is associated with higher amounts forgone and therefore higher psychological costs as there is no other reason prohibiting earlier switches.

7.1. Static Psychological Costs Across Treatments

7.1.1. Effect of Lying

Comparing today bars between Externalities+Choosing (£1.78) and Externalities+Lying (£2.85), we find the difference in psychological costs strongly significant (p<0.01). This finding indicates that lying, alone, begets distinct psychological costs that are additive to the costs an equivalent state of incentives produces when reached via choosing rather than lying. The same result is obtained when we compare how psychologically costlier lying is when we compare the treatments involving observability. The difference between Observability+Choosing (£2.17) and Observability+Lying (£3.15) is also strongly significant.
(p<0.01). Taken together, these two results bring strong evidence on how taxing the concept of lying is in decision making.

7.1.2. Effect of Observability

Turning to the effect of observability, i.e., social image concerns, first we compare Externalities+Choosing (£1.78) with Observability+Choosing (£2.17). The difference is statistically significant (p=0.02) suggesting that the disclosure of Member As choices to the affected Member Bs imposed a psychological burden to Member As, making them more reluctant to act antisocially.

This social image burden goes in the same direction when lying decisions are involved, albeit milder. When comparing the psychological costs between Externalities+Lying (£2.85) and Observability+Lying (£3.15), the difference is marginally statistically significant (p=0.09). This can be explained either as, indeed, stronger image concerns when individuals decide rather lie over outcomes, or as ceiling effects. That is, observability over lying outcomes might bring as strong or stronger social image concerns, however, the scale of switching rows in our experiment might be too short to capture it.

7.2. Intertemporal Psychological Costs Within Treatments

Having shown the effect of lying and observability in decision making, we now turn to evaluate how decision making develops in intertemporal contexts. First, we will study the intertemporal development by testing whether the costs, as depicted in the graph above, vary across the tree time brackets we consider. In subsequent sections, we will perform structural estimations to measure discount factors and present bias parameters.

7.2.1. Choices with Externalities in the Future

We begin to evaluate whether the psychological costs of antisocial decisions reduce when the consequences of these decisions occur in the future. In our context, we will be testing if Member As are willing to engage in antisocial actions for smaller profit when the externalities to Member Bs are born in the future. In treatment Externalities+Choosing, we compare the bar of today (£1.78) with the bar of 1 week (£1.51) and find the difference statistically significant (p=0.002), however, we find no further decrease in the accepted profit when we move further in time. As also evident from the graph, moving the consequences of antisocial choices away from today, leads to an increase of antisocial choices; however, the time distance from today does not seem have a further impact on these choices.

7.2.2. Choices with Observability in the Future
We repeat the exercise for treatment Observability+Choosing and observe a similar pattern. When comparing today (£2.17) with 1 week (£2.02) we find the difference in antisocial choices significant (p=0.051), however, moving the observability of the antisocial choices further in the future, does not seem to impact psychological costs further as the difference in antisocial choices does not increase.

7.2.3. Lying with Externalities in the future

Turning to the treatments involving lying, time dynamics seem different. Lying choices are invariant to the timing of externalities. That is, when considering treatment Externalities+Lying, subjects do not lie in a significantly different manner when the externalities of lying occur today, in a week, or in a month, suggesting that the psychological costs associated with lying are not sensitive to the timing of consequences; rather they seem to be drawn and experienced in the moment lying occurs.

7.2.4. Lying with Observability in the future

Similarly, varying the observability of lying across time does not seem to impact lying decisions. When considering treatment Observability+Lying, psychological costs, seem to be drawn to the moment of lying and not on the moment when observability of lying occurs. This brings further evidence that, while antisocial choices in general are sensitive to the timing of consequences, lying decisions are not.

7.3. Structural Estimations.

We now turn to structural estimations to consider more formally discounting rates and present biases. These type of estimations typically require assumptions about some structural form of a utility function. In what we show below, we follow assumptions and procedures similar to (Hey and Orme 1994), (Holt and Laury 2002), (Andersen, et al. 2008). We are fixing a random utility choice model and estimating it by applying maximum likelihood estimations. To do so, we are assuming that the stochastic errors of the random choice model are normally distributed.

We perform a series of estimations where we vary the structural form of the utility function depending on whether we account for risk preferences and on whether we assume hyperbolic or quasi hyperbolic discounting. We also perform robustness checks for these estimations in which we control for corner solutions and time choice set order effects. We present these checks in the appendix.

The utility function parameters we will be estimating throughout this section are the following
The psychological cost parameter. Before, we used switching points to measured psychological costs in monetary terms. Now we estimate these costs as utility parameters. In particular, $\kappa$ measures the psychological cost of choosing right instead of left in the time choice sets.

The discount factor. It will show us the rate with which $\kappa$ declines, when externalities and observability move in the future.

Coefficient of relative risk aversion. It captures subjects’ risk preferences and it is used to define the curvature of the utility function.

Present bias parameter. When assuming quasi-hyperbolic discounting, this parameter typically shows the impatience of individuals for instantaneous outcomes – in our context it shows the sensitivity of psychological costs when externalities and observability are drawn from the moment of decision to any future moment.

In the table below, we present a summarizing view of all the results from estimations. While we discuss graphically and analytically columns 2 and 4 in the sub-sections below, we present the rest of the columns in the appendix.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1) Risk Neutral Exponential Discounting</th>
<th>(2) CRRA Exponential Discounting</th>
<th>(3) CRRA Exponential Discounting (robustness I)</th>
<th>(4) CRRA Exponential Discounting (robustness II)</th>
<th>(5) CRRA Quasi-Hyperbolic Discounting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Psychological cost $\kappa$</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observability+Choosing</td>
<td>0.132** (0.053)</td>
<td>0.200** (0.077)</td>
<td>0.051 (0.049)</td>
<td>0.106 (0.068)</td>
<td>0.199** (0.079)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Externality+Lying</td>
<td>0.361*** (0.064)</td>
<td>0.542*** (0.089)</td>
<td>0.230*** (0.067)</td>
<td>0.276*** (0.084)</td>
<td>0.543*** (0.090)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observability+Lying</td>
<td>0.510*** (0.058)</td>
<td>0.680*** (0.082)</td>
<td>0.330*** (0.059)</td>
<td>0.360*** (0.070)</td>
<td>0.663*** (0.084)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant (Externality+Choosing)</td>
<td>0.365*** (0.035)</td>
<td>0.403*** (0.050)</td>
<td>0.324*** (0.031)</td>
<td>0.399*** (0.050)</td>
<td>0.423*** (0.052)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Discount factor $\delta$</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observability+Choosing</td>
<td>0.046 (0.025)</td>
<td>0.074* (0.037)</td>
<td>0.066* (0.033)</td>
<td>0.036 (0.067)</td>
<td>0.017 (0.040)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Externality+Lying</td>
<td>0.053* (0.024)</td>
<td>0.088* (0.035)</td>
<td>0.046 (0.033)</td>
<td>0.071 (0.065)</td>
<td>0.014 (0.039)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observability+Lying</td>
<td>0.046* (0.022)</td>
<td>0.102* (0.033)</td>
<td>0.062* (0.027)</td>
<td>0.080 (0.058)</td>
<td>-0.007 (0.036)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant (Externality+Choosing)</td>
<td>0.946*** (0.022)</td>
<td>0.884*** (0.031)</td>
<td>0.909*** (0.024)</td>
<td>0.930*** (0.051)</td>
<td>1.001*** (0.035)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Present bias $\beta$</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observability+Choosing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.138 (0.105)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Externality+Lying</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.192* (0.104)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observability+Lying</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.315*** (0.093)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant (Externality+Choosing)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.652*** (0.084)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CRRA coefficient $\alpha$</strong></td>
<td>1.758*** (0.130)</td>
<td>1.206*** (0.129)</td>
<td>2.645*** (0.246)</td>
<td>1.726*** (0.128)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stochastic error $\sigma$</strong></td>
<td>0.453*** (0.039)</td>
<td>0.696*** (0.066)</td>
<td>0.420*** (0.052)</td>
<td>0.356*** (0.067)</td>
<td>0.691*** (0.065)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log likelihood</td>
<td>-6382.03</td>
<td>-11785.10</td>
<td>-7670.77</td>
<td>-2064.28</td>
<td>-11769.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># observations</td>
<td>12,825</td>
<td>21,015</td>
<td>14,517</td>
<td>4,266</td>
<td>21,015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># subjects</td>
<td>478</td>
<td>478</td>
<td>333</td>
<td>474</td>
<td>478</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the table above, comparisons are made against the treatment Externality+Choosing using a maximum likelihood model. Standard errors are reported in parenthesis while stars indicate significant difference from the benchmark treatments; three stars stand for p<0.01, two stars for p<0.05, and one star for p<0.09. In the column (1) we use a utility structural form of hyperbolic discounting that does not consider risk preferences. In the column (2) we refine the estimations by incorporating risk preferences, and in particular assuming Constant Relative Risk Aversion (CRRA). In column (3) we repeat the estimation exercise but as a robustness check, we drop corner solutions, i.e., all those subjects who exhibited no switching points in any of the time choice sets. In column (4) we perform an additional robustness check in which we only consider subjects who viewed each of the three time choice sets first; that is, we only keep the choices for today’s choice set from subjects who viewed this set first, the choices for 1-week’s choice sets from subjects who viewed this set first, and so on. Lastly, in column (5) we assume a utility function of quasi-hyperbolic discounting, still under CRRA, so as to estimate present bias parameters.

7.3.1. Exponential Discounting with CRRA

In the table above, column (2) shows maximum likelihood estimations for exponential discounting under CRRA and while we show subjects’ risk preferences in the appendix, we use this section to discuss the results of this estimation in more detail. We use the following graph to depict the results more intuitively.
Panel B shows the estimated psychological costs for each of our four treatments. The progression of these costs is the same as we have shown in the beginning of results’ section. The same state of monetary incentives produces significantly different psychological costs, starting with the lowest at the Externality+Choosing treatment, then costs increases gradually to Observability+Choosing, to Externality+Lying, and finally the costlier environment for subjects is Observability+Choosing. As shown in column (2), the differences in psychological costs between the benchmark treatment and all the other treatments is significant, as is the difference between treatment Externality+Lying and Observability+Lying.

The comparisons between treatments maintain significant differences also when we turn to compare discount factors as shown in column (2) and panel A in the graph above. However, the meaningful exercise here, is to compare the respective discount rates against 1. That is, compare if any discounting of psychological costs occurs at all (as a discounting rate indistinguishable from one suggests that future events are experienced in the same manner as present events). Such exercise returns interesting results. While future externalities and observability cause discounting of psychological costs, they do so only in the choosing conditions, not in the lying conditions. In particular, discounting factor in the Externality+Choosing is significantly different from 1 ($p<0.01$), and so is the discounting factor in the Observability+Choosing treatment ($p=0.018$). However discounting rates of Externality+Lying and Observability+Lying are not significantly different from 1.

7.3.2. Quasi-hyperbolic Discounting with CRRA

Turning to column (5) of the results table, we will now consider a utility function of quasi-hyperbolic discounting, meaning, we will introduce parameter beta which will show us the extent to which a time change in outcomes, from a present moment to a future one, is affecting how psychological costs are experienced. Then, as before, discount factor delta, will show us how the length of time distance is additionally affecting psychological costs. We represent graphically the results from column (5) below.
As with the hyperbolic estimations, psychological costs follow the same pattern of significant differences also with the quasi-hyperbolic estimations, as seen in panel C above. Equivalent decisions become progressively costlier when we move from Externality+Choosing treatment to Observability+Lying. However, the beta delta model we consider here projects a clearer story. It seems that delta, the length of time, does not affect costs, however, beta, the sensitivity of costs to any time shift from present time, is what driving the diverseness across treatments. While no discount rate across the four treatments is now significantly different from 1, present bias is in all but the Observability+Lying treatment.

In summary, the results from this section are the following. In the treatments with choosing, observability imposes a significantly higher psychological cost. The psychological cost, in both these treatments, becomes smaller when the externalities and observability move from today to the future. However, how further in the future these outcomes move, does not affect costs in a significant manner. When we turn to the treatments with lying, we see that lying per se, adds an additional, significant, cost in both Externality and Observability conditions. Further, similarly to the choosing conditions, Observability significantly increases further the psychological cost of lying. These lying costs exhibit intertemporal variations. While the distance from the present time in which Externalities and Observability occur does not affect either cost, moving these consequences from the present time reduces the lying costs without

---

7 With the following p values for each treatment: Externality+Choosing p<0.01, Observability+Choosing p<0.01, Externality+Lying p=0.013.
8 Comparing Externality+Choosing to Externality+Lying, and Observability+Choosing to Observability+Lying respectively.
9 Comparing Externality+Lying to Observability+Lying
observability. Said differently, when externalities move in the future, lying costs become smaller. However, when lying is observable, lying costs never ease, even if observability occurs in the future.

8. Conclusion

Lying and deception have always been morally loaded actions across many cultures and social systems. Their presence imposes particular problems for social wellbeing as it erodes trust in public functions and institutions. While the problems that come from lying and cheating are not new, this era, being one of fast information exchange and dense social networks, provides a particularly fertile ground for the spur of dishonest doing. Cases of fake news, or manipulative truth distortion can have many more than financial consequences. For example, during the Covid pandemic, there were many instances of individuals fabricating negative test results or vaccination records leading to worsening the spread of the virus, potentially leading to more deaths. Equally disturbing were the cases of fake news and conspiracy theories surrounding Covid vaccines which fueled the resistance of many individuals to vaccinate and protect themselves and others.

These examples serve to demonstrate that lying, while a primal practice, has not been studied thoroughly enough for society to advance successful incentive schemes in order to confine its presence. This paper discussed how pivotal the intertemporal components of lying and social preferences are and marked an important breach in the literature. As a first step towards addressing this breach, we begin by studying the intertemporal aspects of the psychological costs of lying. We constructed an experimental environment where lying opportunities arise and introduced asynchronies between lying decisions and lying externalities and observability. Aiming to assess the extent to which our findings are endemic to lying or whether they are driven by antisocial preferences in general, we extended our experimental set up to consider an equivalent environment in which lying opportunities are removed and replaced with simple distributive choices. We analyze our data using maximum likelihood estimations of utilities with varying structural forms of utility- from exponential to quasi-hyperbolic discounting models.

We report significant behavioral differences when outcomes occur as products of lying rather than distributive choices which indicates that lying is particular category of antisocial behavior, giving rise to independent psychological costs. Further, the results from the structural estimations suggest that the costs we experience when our lies cause externalities for others are rather time invariant. That is, we are not strongly inclined to lie less if the consequences from our lies occur in future timings. This is effect of
experiencing psychological costs the moment we lie rather than the moment the consequences of our lies occur, is particularly stronger in the cases where lying is observable to others. When lying is attached to observability, the psychological costs endured are not attenuated if observability is distanced from the moment lying occurs. However, incentive equivalent choices that do not involve lying bring about different intertemporal decisions as the costs from future externalities and observability are subject to significant discounting and present bias.
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